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ABSTRACT 
 
The vast amount of human migration and resettlement around the world since the last 
century has brought about lasting social, political and cultural changes to many countries, 
not least in terms of their ethnic demographics and consequently the senses of ethnic 
identity and attitudes that their young develop. This chapter reviews the major works 
from the great body of literature in this field spanning over several decades. These 
include empirical studies from North America and parts of Europe that have been 
typically ethnic ‘heterogeneous’ as well as those from societies that, until recently, have 
been relatively homogeneous so that contextual issues can be discussed. Critical analysis 
is devoted to theoretical perspectives and associated methodological approaches which 
have been used to conceptualise and investigate this aspect of child development with the 
aim of evaluating the role of cognitive/child-individual, social-developmental and other 
social-structural/contextual factors, processes and prevalent discourses. Certain recurring 
phenomena and debates are highlighted: the non-equivalent developmental patterns of 
ethnic majority versus minority children; the issues in understanding the ethnic identity of 
the fast-increasing number of mixed race or ‘interethnic’ children; the on-going challenge 
in reconciling diverse approaches to research (such as positivist ‘quantitative’ versus 
interpretive ‘qualitative’ approaches and explicit versus implicit measures). The chapter 
finishes with some recommendations for more inclusive and dynamic approaches towards 
studying this aspect of development as well as for applying this understanding in 
practical areas. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Human movement across countries and regions have occurred, as a function of 

exploration and exchange, diplomacy and trade, and war and conflict, for centuries, but the 
bulk of large-scale migration and resettlement has been happening mainly in the last century. 
This typically involves inhabitants from the poorer ‘South’ entering the post-industrial 
‘North’ (America, Europe and Australasia) for economic or educational opportunities, a safe 
haven from war or persecution, reunion with family networks already resettled, or all of such 
reasons. This phenomenon has invariably changed the economic, political and cultural 
landscape of host countries. 

One of the most observable and permanent changes is that of the demographic fabric of 
the host country—from one of relative ethnic or racial homogeneity to one of diversity. In 
many inner-city and suburban areas with established resettlements, we see second-, third- and 
even fourth-generation children of first immigrants (Office of National Statistics, 2011). Such 
a change may be seen by the host with, at best, ambivalence and at worst, hostility (e.g. Blitz, 
2010; Boxell, 2011). The change itself and the sentiments felt by both the host and immigrant 
communities towards it are likely to impact on the way they view, and feel towards, their own 
and other ethnic groups, their place in society, and the relationship between them. 

In addition, with the declining cost of international travel and mass communication in the 
last few decades, an increasing section of the world have both direct and indirect exposure to 
cultures that they would not be afforded otherwise. Such experiences provide opportunities 
for more intergroup comparisons and contact, which have been shown to change individuals’ 
perceptions of, and attitudes towards, their own and other groups in both adults and children 
(Brown & Hewstone, 2005; Cameron, Rutland, Hussain, & Petley, 2011; Pettigrew, Tropp, 
Wagner, & Christ, 2011). These issues related to the central realms of ethnic identity as an 
important part of children’s development across different contexts will unfold through the 
review of research and theory in a strategic series in this chapter. Firstly, before delving into 
the literature, it is essential to operationalise the complex, and often conflicting, terminology 
that describes the phenomena of ‘ethnicity’, ‘identity’ and their associated attitudes. 

 
 

Ethnicity and Ethnic Identity: Terminology 
 
It has once been remarked by the highly accomplished researcher in adolescents’ and 

adults’ ethnic identity, Jean S. Phinney, that although most people have a ‘common sense’ 
notion of ethnicity, the concept itself lacks a clear theoretical framework with a limited 
empirical base (Phinney, 1996). This difficulty may lie, in part, in the differences between 
and within ethnic groups, and their members, in terms of their migration history, social class, 
country of origin, acculturation or enculturation, variation in cultural norms and practices, 
regional differences, among others. Additionally, there is an increasing number of children 
from ‘mixed’ race (or ‘interethnic’) backgrounds (Choudhry, 2010) that extend the range of 
groups even further or ‘blur’ the boundaries between them. For these reasons, there is little 
sense in trying to define ethnicity ‘objectively’ in terms of generalisations that apply to all 
groups. For congruence in this chapter, ethnicity, or any ethnic grouping, refers to a human 
unit of individuals who see themselves as being alike, and tend to be so regarded by others, 
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by virtue of one or more of the following attributes: common ancestry, national origin, race, 
religion, language, cultural background, and social customs, drawing from descriptions that 
came before (e.g., Foster, Martinez, & Kulberg, 1996; Porter & Washington, 1993). 

Ethnicity should not be confused with ‘race’ (which is also covered here), if both are 
‘constructed’ terms, and are used almost interchangeably in the literature concerning younger 
children (e.g., Foster et al., 1996; Quintana, 1998). Race is used by social scientists to refer to 
distinctions drawn from physical appearance (e.g., skin colour, hair texture facial features) or 
perceived genetic similarity with a ‘quasi-biological’ status (Zuckerman, 1990). Yet ethnicity 
includes cultural aspects that go beyond (Quintana & McKown, 2008) the physical on which 
preschoolers tend to pay attention largely due to developmental limitations (Aboud, 1988). 

By contrast, there have been numerous attempts to ‘objectively’ study ethnic identity, 
even if its description still varies widely. Ethnic identity has been broadly broached as “one’s 
sense of belonging to an ethnic group and the part of one’s thinking, perceptions, feelings and 
behaviour that is due to ethnic group membership” (Rotheram & Phinney, 1987; p.13). In this 
vein, the concept includes several parts; not least the awareness of one’s own and other ethnic 
group memberships, but also one’s identification with, and attitudes towards, group members 
and behaviours associated with the group. The study of ethnic identity emphasises how group 
members understand and evaluate their own ethnicity and others, and individuals and groups 
do vary in the degree to which they identify with their ethnic group, the extent to which it is 
salient and important to them, and the degree of positivity/negativity they feel towards them. 
These feelings and attitudes change over time, particularly in children in the formative years 
of their development, and have significant implications for the ways in which they conduct 
themselves, interact with people, and how they live their lives and view their society. 

The following sections firstly review the research literature of this development, in all of 
ethnic majority and minority and mixed race/interethnic children, before an evaluation of the 
major theories and methodologies that have underpinned such works. Finally, the chapter 
comes to a close with key conclusions that draw together the themes covered in an integrated 
framework, and practical implications from such works are suggested. 

 
 

OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH 
 
Due to the sheer amount of studies covering the lengthy relevant developmental period 

on the multifaceted nature of identity, this section is necessarily divided. It begins with a 
review of the key research from ethnic diverse white-dominant societies spanning over 
several decades, before more recent studies from relatively homogeneous places to highlight 
contextual issues. Finally, this section ends with the coverage of the relatively recent, but 
more ‘eclectic’ forms, of research, on the mixed race identity patterns. 

 
 

Ethnic Identity Development: Children in Longstanding Diverse Societies 
 
There is good reason that the literature on younger children has often conflated ‘ethnic’ 

with ‘racial’ identity. The general consensus from the extensive history of research in this 
field, in heterogeneous areas of the US and Canada, is that preschoolers first consciously 
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identify the most basic physical differences, skin colour, between ‘white’ and ‘black’ people 
by the age of 3 years, which precedes awareness of more ‘ethnic’ categories by around 4-5 
years (reviewed by Katz & Koftin, 1997). There were reports that, by the age of 2 years, 
infants already notice this kind of racial differences (in the UK; Davey, 1983; Milner, 1983) 
and recent eye-tracking research has reported that babies as young as 3 months old prefer 
looking at same-race faces, implying higher familiarity with their own race (Bar-Haim, Ziv, 
Lamy, & Hodes, 2006). 

Person categorisation on the basis of distinctive visual features before progressing on to 
psychological or societal stratifications (such as religion) is, indeed, seen as a fundamental 
stage of social perception (Stangor, Lynch, Duan, & Glass, 1992; Tajfel, 1981). Considering 
that distinctions between the racial groups of white and black individuals tend to be visually 
salient (at least in terms of skin colour), it is not surprising that children can be aware of such 
differences, perhaps unconsciously, prior to showing any knowledge of societally subscribed 
ethnic classifications (e.g., Aboud, 1988; Katz, 1987; Ramsey, 1987). 

Further ahead, it is on entering middle childhood, from about 5 to 7 years of age, that 
children form increasingly more conceptual (or less superficial) differentiation that surpasses 
racial cues to include ethnic codes, if initially such cues are still relatively observable, such as 
dress code, speech pattern and culinary taste. In this period, they also start to grasp that one’s 
ethnic group membership remains constant with age and regardless of external attributes (for 
instance, a white person remains ‘white’ despite acquiring a tanned complexion, dyed hair or 
donning an ethnic costume). This is seen as a more ‘mature’ form of awareness, called ethnic 
‘constancy’ (Aboud, 1988), that consolidates through to 9 years and involves understanding 
that ethnicity is tied to properties deeper than superficial features. This development, from a 
psychological point of view, parallels that of ‘gender constancy’ where children understand 
that one’s gender group membership is unchanged despite external changes (Katz, 1976). 

The degree and nature of ethnic awareness also depend on the ethnic group to which a 
child belongs. Typically in white-dominant societies, non-white minority groups tend to show 
earlier racial awareness and greater sensitivity to race than their white-majority counterparts 
(Katz & Koftin, 1997). This has been explained by the idea of salience in that ethnicity tends 
to be more ‘salient’,to adults and children who form a minority in terms of either numerical 
representation or collective status within their social context (e.g., McGuire, McGuire, Child, 
& Fujioka, 1978; Powell, 1973). Which ‘aspects’ of ethnicity are salient also differ between 
ethnic groups; the racial feature of skin colour is more salient to black children and food and 
language are significant to Chinese children, for example (Aboud, 1987; Spencer & 
Markstrom-Adams, 1990). Critically, ethnic salience depends on the research context. When 
children are afforded a wide range of cues to categorise people or to spontaneously describe 
them, few will classify by ethnicity, and fewer still will describe their peers in ethnic terms, 
and this holds through to later childhood (about 10-12 years; Bennett, Dewberry, & Yeeles, 
1991; Verkuyten &Kinket, 1999; Verkuyten & Masson, 1994). 

With the awareness of cues signalling ethnic groupings comes the knowledge of oneself 
being a member of one (or more) such group as a first stage towards ethnic self-identification 
(Aboud, 1987). Emerging in the same developmental stage (from age 3-4 years), this gradual 
process not only necessitates perceiving the similarities (and differences) between others and 
between others and oneself, but also that the child eventually acquires, and uses consistently, 
the labels denoting ethnic group membership (Rotheram & Phinney, 1987). 
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Since some of the earliest documented studies from the US in the first half of the last 
century by African-American psychologists Kenneth and Marnie Clark working as a married 
team (Clark & Clark, 1939, 1947), many researchers have adapted their ‘dolls’ experiment to 
investigate children’s identification with, and attitudes towards, racial and ethnic groups. The 
simple test involved asking children a series of questions that assessed their perception of the 
attributes of, and preference for, dolls (typically one representing ‘white’, and one ‘black’, or 
another minority group). This yielded results that held, and were largely consistent with those 
obtained by other measures (e.g., labelling, Aboud, 1977, 1980), for the next three or so 
decades. The overwhelming majority of white children from age 3-4 years, increasing to at 
least 6-7 years (Aboud, 1988), picked up the white doll as the one that ‘looked like’ them 
(e.g., Davey, 1973; Marsh, 1970; Williams & Morland, 1976). Concurrently, the white doll, 
the ‘wrong’ choice, was also picked up by a substantial majority of black and other ethnic 
minority children in all of North America (Goodman, 1964; Katz, 1976), the UK (Jahoda, 
Thomson, & Bhatt, 1972; Milner, 1973), and other white-dominant countries (Maoris in New 
Zealand, Vaughan, 1963; black Bantus in South Africa, Gregor & McPherson, 1966). There 
were significant increases in the ‘correct’ (black, or relevant ethnic) identification from age 5, 
and at 7 years most chose the non-white doll, but even then the figures rarely exceeded 90 per 
cent (e.g., reviews by Davey, 1983; Williams & Morland, 1976). This presents an interesting 
asymmetry since minority children, as reviewed above, tend to be aware of ethnic differences 
earlier than white-majority children. 

Ethnic identity does not only consist of perceptual and cognitive elements, but also a 
significant affective or evaluative component, which includes the tendency to think of, or feel 
about, one’s own and other ethnic groups in favourable or unfavourable ways, and a sense of 
liking or preference (or the opposite) for group members (Rotheram & Phinney, 1987). Such 
attitudes were often studied alongside identification; the Clarks’ dolls tests included relevant 
items and others used drawings or photographs to elicit affective responses. Results paralleled 
those of identification above; by 3-4 years white children showed a pronounced preference 
for, and positive trait attributions to, white figures and some negativity towards dark figures, 
and this became more consistent with age (Clark, Hocevar, & Dembo, 1980; Katz, Sohn, & 
Zalk, 1975). There were reports of a decline after age 7 (Doyle, Beudat, & Aboud, 1987; 
Rice, Ruiz, & Padilla, 1974), but some found no change through middle childhood (Aboud, 
1977; George & Hoppe, 1979). Meanwhile, black and ethnic minority children in white-
dominant societies formed pro-white attitudes (e.g., Aboud, 1977; George & Hoppe, 1979; 
Jahoda et al., 1972; Milner, 1973) but, after 7 years, showed either an increase in pro-black 
(or own group) preference or positivity (Fox & Jordan, 1973; Hraba & Grant, 1970) or no 
change (Aboud, 1980; Katz et al., 1975). 

Notwithstanding the methodological issues within the studies (see next section), that 
minority children ‘misidentified’, preferred or judged more positively the stimuli supposedly 
representing the white majority was interpreted as a reflection of some elementary awareness 
of the connotations of power status between ethnic groups (Alejandro-Wright, 1985). It made 
sense as their earlier awareness of ethnic differences might give way to earlier exploration of 
status differences. The society in which many lived (and still live) was ‘multiethnic’, but the 
politically dominant group was (and is) white, as evident in its representations in the media 
and authority. This might also explain ethnic salience in minority groups even nowadays 
(despite their becoming a numerical majority in various cities), seeing their groups as the 
lower-status ‘other’ versus the white default (Cameron, Alvarez, Ruble, & Fuligni, 2001). 
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The argument based on relative statuses of ethnic groups above would hold when if one 
follows the trend of research findings since then through to the present. Studies in the 1980s 
from North America and the UK (e.g., Corenblum & Wilson, 1982; Davey, 1983; McAdoo, 
1985; Milner, 1983) still reported major misidentification and white out-group preference by 
black and ethnic minority children. Then the 1990s saw a notable increase in published works 
from diverse societies outside of (and a decrease from within) America. While white-majority 
children still reported consistent identification with, and positivity or preference for, the white 
in-group, the ethnic minority groups reported comparable levels of same-ethnic identification 
and attitudes, particularly among older children (10-12 years; in UK, Boulton & Smith, 1992; 
South Africa, Kelly & Duckitt, 1995; Netherlands, Verkuyten, Masson, & Elffers, 1995). The 
trend was not seen as coincidental; it was argued (e.g., Barnes, 1980; Davey, 1983) that the 
increasing representation and involvement of black or minority persons in public life and the 
media post-desegregation should accompany a rise in ethnic pride among the young. 

This elevated ethnic self-image since the 1990s seemed to bind into the period beyond the 
2000s, the arguably ‘post-racial’ era (Wise, 2010). Indeed, since early childhood majority and 
minority children both identify with the ethnic in-group (Davis, Leman, & Barrett, 2007; 
Lam, Guerrero, Damree, & Enesco, 2011) and this tends to increase to late childhood (Marks, 
Kerivan Szalacha, Lamarre, Boyd, & Coll, 2007; Stokes-Guinan, 2011). The trend for ethnic 
attitudes is more mixed (part of which may be a result of the more sophisticated investigative 
procedures; see next section), in that minority children may prefer or positively evaluate their 
own group while at the same time favour white children over other minority groups (Griffiths 
& Nesdale, 2006; Stokes-Guinan, 2011) or stereotype their own ethnicity (Davis et al., 2007). 
The emerging body of work from non-ethnic diverse contexts also does not lend a particularly 
promising picture. We now turn to such work to highlight the relevant contextual factors. 

 
 

Children in Ethnic Homogeneous or Recently ‘Heterogenised’ Societies 
 
It is important to first determine that, by ‘homogeneous’, it does not mean that those 

societies have only one ethnic group that has little contact with other groups. In cases where 
research has been conducted in the past decade or so, the society is fast becoming more like 
the multiethnic contexts above (thus recently ‘heterogenised’), but had until then remained 
non-diverse due to low levels of immigration. In others, ‘contact’ had been made in the past, 
but typically through colonisation by countries now representing the multiethnic societies, 
thus the interest to study the children across such places as ‘comparison’ contexts. 

Some of the earlier work was conducted in post-colonial West Indies. A study based in 
Trinidad and New York preschools in 1986 by Sharon-Ann Gopaul-McNicol (1992) adopting 
Clarks’ dolls test found that despite a lapse of 40 years since Clarks’ work, a great majority of 
children, in both places, were similar in their identification with, and preference for, the white 
target and negativity towards the dark one. The author also reported the spontaneous remarks 
made by children (“I don’t like being black; I will be rich if I am like the white doll”; p. 191), 
clearly indicating an awareness of status inequality and associated own-ethnic dislike despite 
their tender ages. Her further work involving over 300 preschoolers from more islands in the 
West Indies (Gopaul-McNicol, 1995) showed a similar pattern, leading to the conclusion that 
the impact of colonialism had continued to be evident (see next section for mechanisms). Fast  
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forward to the 2000s, research comparing black children in Jamaica (with few white people) 
and white children in rural New England (few black people) adapting the dolls test still found 
overall white favouritism (Cramer & Anderson, 2003). Worth noting is that this bias was not 
present in Jamaican pre-schoolers, and Jamaican children reported less ‘correct’ (black) racial 
identification than their (white) American counterparts, again suggesting that seeing white as 
an ‘ideal’ self is still acquired by some children some way into the post-colonial era. 

Towards the 2000s, works emerged from European countries that had begun receiving 
larger-scale non-white immigrants since the 1980-1990s as their neighbours (e.g., the UK and 
Netherlands) had done earlier. The works tend to focus on white children as they witness the 
change. One country is Spain, which has had a larger contingent of South American migrants, 
and increasingly also from Africa and Asia (Instituto Nacional de Estadistica, 2011). Projects 
of its children’s racial awareness, identification, and attitudes, have been led by psychologist 
Ileana Enesco (e.g., Enesco, Guerrero, Callejas, & Solbes, 2008; Enesco, Navarro, Giménez, 
& del Olmo, 1999; Enesco, Navarro, Paradela, & Guerrero, 2005; Guerrero, Enesco, & Lam, 
2011). The majority document that children have correct racial identification by the age of 5 
(slightly later than those in multiracial contexts) and, from 3 to 11 years, prefer or positively 
rate fair-skinned stimuli (often peaking at 6-7 years), and some also reject or negatively rate 
dark ones. From about 8 years children show stable racial constancy, beyond which reasoning 
for preference changes (to become less about race, but social concerns related to ethnicity). 

Another European country, Italy, with a similar picture of recent immigration (Ufficio 
stampa Censimento popolazione, 2011) as Spain, mostly from North Africa and Asia, has 
seen several recent works documenting white children’s racial attitudes from preschool to 
middle childhood by Luigi Castelli (Castelli, Carraro, Tomelleri, & Amari, 2007; Castelli, De 
Dea, & Nesdale, 2008; Castelli, Zogmaister, & Tomelleri, 2009). With a focus also on 
parents’ racial attitudes and their familial transmission (see the next section), the studies have 
found that children aged 3 to at least 6-7 years report a strong white playmate preference as 
well as positive trait attributions to white peers (and more negative attributions to black peers) 
believing that their parents endorsed such attitudes. Taken together with the Spanish research, 
it appears that the white-majority children in the newer immigration destinations display at 
least similar ‘racial’ identification and attitudinal trends (pro-white/same-race bias) as their 
same-race counterparts in historically heterogeneous societies. 

The above does not mean that children of any ethnicity in any societal context tend to 
carry a ‘pro-white’ bias. Some research (Kowalski & Lo, 2001) with Taiwanese children by 
using photographs of different racial groups as targets has reported an Asian bias from age 3 
through to 11 years. In fact, this bias abated only when an ethnic label, other than ‘Chinese’ 
(the children’s ethnicity, and the majority, in Taiwan, a highly homogeneous place), was used 
to describe the Asian targets at 8-9 years, when children showed a marked increase in ethnic 
identification. The findings are similar to those from preschoolers in Taiwan and Hong Kong 
(highly homogeneous and non-stratified despite being a colony) two decades ago (Morland & 
Hwang, 1981), but contrast those from Chinese children in the West (e.g., Feng, 2011; Louie, 
2006; Song, 2010). Considering Taiwan never had a history of western colonisation (if it was 
under Japanese rule until the end of World War II), this suggests that it is less about whether a 
society is ethnic diverse, but more about whether there has been a history or backdrop that has 
left that society stratified by ethnicity, that determine its members’ ethnic identity patterns. 
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Children from Mixed Race/Interethnic Unions 
 
The above has indicated that, whether they reside in an ethnic diverse or homogeneous 

place, children from a young age are aware of, and some highly sensitive to, race or ethnicity. 
Then it is not surprising that for those whose parentage consists of more than one race or 
ethnicity, mostly commonly called ‘mixed’ race/ethnic (but also bi-racial/ethnic, interethnic, 
or mixed-parentage) children, racial or ethnic issues are probably even more salient and have 
a greater or more complex impact on their identities. This final part of the section examines 
the major literature on such a population. Most of this research, the bulk of which built up 
from the 1990s, has taken somewhat different approaches (see the next section), often with 
older and smaller samples than those reviewed above, partly due to the approaches and their 
relatively small (if one of the fastest growing; ONS, 2011) representation, but also because of 
the wide variety of their racial or ethnic ‘mixtures’, within the population. 

The interest in the young of mixed ethnic unions was arguably rooted decades back in 
clinical practice, with American psychologist Joseph D. Teicher voicing his concerns in 1968 
that, “Although the burden of the Negro child is recognised as a heavy one, that of the Negro-
white child is seen to be even heavier” (p. 249). Teicher reported case studies indicating that, 
apart from the devaluation of ‘black’ there were likely to be resentment towards both parents, 
and an inability to identify with either, among other problems, in their quest for identity. Was 
there any basis for his concerns? If so, is this the case in a multiethnic or ‘post-racial’ world? 

Often based in clinical and counselling practices, the published works in the US from 
1980s to 90s seemed to confirm Teicher’s worries. They report identity problems and related 
school adjustment issues (e.g., Herring, 1992; Lyles, Yancey, Grace, & Carter, 1985; McRoy 
& Freeman, 1986) that stemmed from the overt racism affecting all ethnic minorities and the 
‘burden’ of coping for those who view their families as ‘pathological, unstable and peculiar’ 
(Buttery, 1987). However, it is noted that some problems may be a result of adults perceiving 
them as such due to their heritage, when in fact those are normal developmental problems, or 
other issues unrelated to heritage. The studies have also tended to focus on black-white mixed 
children, who often end up regarding themselves as black, but that may be linked to US legal 
history (the ‘one drop’ rule) that considers persons with any African ancestry as ‘black’. 

A similar issue with the traditional ‘strictly dichotomous’ British racial categorisation 
system was raised by the little, often sociological, literature available in that period in the UK 
(Tizard & Phoenix,, 1993; Wilson, 1984). Like in the US, mixed race children were described 
as occupying a ‘marginal’ or ‘in-between’ position, from which they might try to ‘escape’ by 
adopting either a white or a black group membership in full. For instance, Barbara Tizard and 
Ann Phoenix, in their 1993 book about the research they conducted by interviewing 58 black-
white teenagers and their white and black peers, document that under half of their mixed race 
sample considered themselves as black (similar to later in the US; e.g., Nishimura, 1995), but 
‘brown’, ‘half and half’, ‘mixed’ or ‘coloured’. A few included themselves as black in certain 
situations, indicating a process of transition in the face of white people seeing black people as 
‘other’. Although most (60%) were proud of their parentage, half had in the past wished to be 
another colour, and the remainder were interpreted as having a problematic or ‘intermediate’ 
identity (still wishing to be another colour), twice as many as the black sample, in part due to 
hostility from both black and white people and feeling ‘different’ from both. 

Moving forward a decade, some reviews in 2000s US have still portrayed a picture of 
problems and special needs due to the mixed race ‘ambiguous’ ethnicity (Gibbs, 2003), from 
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not totally belonging to either parent’s heritage, pressures to accept one but not the other, and 
rejection from society (Ward, Whitney, & Redd, 2007). Recent works, however, show limited 
evidence of pervasive disadvantage (Pearce-Morris & King, 2012), or that in fact mixed race 
children who identify with multiple groups, versus those who identify with one, report equal 
or higher well-being and social engagement (Binning, Unzueta, Huo, & Molina, 2009). 

In the UK, since the official recognition of ‘mixed race’ as a distinct category from the 
2001 Census, there has been an increasing effort to confront the assumptions held about those 
children by allowing them to recognise both the ascribed (such as mixed race/parentage) and 
their own selected identities (e.g., ‘brown’; Goodyer, & Okitikpi, 2007). In her 2010 book, by 
capturing the views of older children from mixed white-South Asian (or ‘interethnic’, a label 
they preferred) unions and non-interethnic children, as well as their parents, using interviews 
and surveying, British family mental health researcher, Sultana Choudhry, demonstrated that 
ethnic identity is fluid and multifaceted rather than fixed. Far from early reports of identity 
conflict above, a key theme is the high level of choice that the children exercised to adopt a 
particular identity and persona to suit each situation (like a ‘chameleon’) in which they found 
themselves and to negotiate challenges (such as racism) to a greater degree than other ethnic 
minorities, making being interethnic an ‘asset’. 

From their initial position of ‘problems’, ‘marginality’ and ‘disadvantage’ to the most 
current of ‘well-being’, ‘choice’ and ‘asset’, the mixed race or interethnic identity has come a 
long way. This may have come about through the relative increase in its population, a greater 
representation in, and recognition by, society and its institutions, towards the elevation of the 
flexible identity. Choudhry (2010) further reviews the cases of successful interethnic persons 
such as Barack Obama in terms of how a chameleon identity may facilitate high achievement 
in diverse societies. Still, it is important to view that any pattern of identification is always a 
‘work in progress’ (Goodyer, & Okitikpi, 2007) due to the changing nature of society itself. 

 
 

Summary of Research Findings 
 
This section has provided a review of the varying developmental patterns in racial and 

ethnic awareness, identification and attitudes among children from the majority and minority 
groups in diverse and non-diverse contexts, and that of mixed race/interethnic children, from 
past to present. The commonality between these groups is the early awareness of ethnic 
differences, which are particularly salient to some (notably non-white minorities or those in 
post-colonial societies). Likewise, the way in which children identify (or not) with their own 
ethnicity, and how they feel towards it and others, differs between groups and changes with 
age and context (the level of diversity and stratification), and has changed with the passage of 
time, where the status differentials between groups and societal acceptance of some have 
improved since the earliest research. There is general acknowledgement that the ‘process’ of 
identity is fluid and dynamic, and that it is possible to ‘steer’ identity according to individual 
circumstances. After a review of the ‘what’ (what patterns there are) of ethnic identity and 
attitudes, the next section offers an evaluation of the ‘how’ in terms of how those patterns we 
have read have been explained by the main theories, factors and processes, and the means by 
which these explanations have been reached . The latter concerns the methodologies used by 
different researchers to ‘frame’ identity as well as children in their work, which in turn can 
influence their findings. 
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THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES 
 
Children’s ethnic identity has been studied within various scholarly disciplines, each with 

its own focus, perspectives and agenda, albeit also with some significant overlap to other 
disciplines. The methodological approaches that they employ, therefore, also encompass a 
broad variety driven by these perspectives and focuses. Broadly speaking, there are some 
perspectives and methods that have been favoured by the ‘positivist’ tradition (most notably 
psychologists and other ‘quantitative’ social scientists) and those that have been more 
recently advocated by the ‘constructionist’ school of thoughts (such as sociologists and 
anthropologists, but they may also engage in the positivist approaches). The former generally 
prefer larger-scale empirical studies involving systematic datasets and statistical analytic 
techniques that indicate identity ‘patterns’ and trends to support or challenge theories. The 
latter involve epistemologies that deploy in-depth interpretive and discursive tools (often seen 
as the ‘qualitative’ approaches) for scrutinising texts or linguistic data and deconstructing 
everyday phenomena and nuances that reflect ‘discourses’ of identity and related thoughts 
and behaviour. The main theoretical approaches and major associated methodologies within 
each school are examined below. 

 
 

Cognitive Development and Ethnic Identity 
 
A good part of the last section reviews the development of children’s ethnic or racial 

identity. As certain age-related trends (such as awareness of different racial features, in-group 
identification and attitudes) seem to apply to many (at least white-majority) children, theories 
have tended to pose various aspects of cognitive development as explanations of, or 
contributors to, ethnic identity development since the nature of cognition changes with age, 
according to the all-time revered Swiss child psychologist, Jean Piaget (1896-1980; see 
Piaget, 1929, 1936). As such, the systematic age changes in ethnic identity have been the 
domain charted and examined by theorists following the positivist tradition. The major ones 
are reviewed below. 

So, ‘what of’ development makes children notice ethnic group differences, identify with, 
and prefer or like, members from their own (if they do), and reject or dislike those from other 
groups? A model widely cited by psychologists and beyond is Canadian behaviourist Frances 
E. Aboud’s cognitive-developmental theory (CDT), formulated in her popular book Children 
and prejudice in 1988. Though aimed at examining ethnic and racial ‘prejudice’, she detailed 
those factors that contribute to identity, from awareness to identification, as well. 

Drawing on Piaget’s (1929, 1932) theorisation, Aboud (1987, 1988) described a three-
part (affective, perceptual and cognitive) process in children’s ethnic perception and placed a 
key role on the development of concrete ‘operational’ thoughts (from the reliance on external, 
physical characteristics to internal, psychological ones) and perspective-taking abilities (from 
considering one perspective or a single dimension to multiple ones). Young ‘pre-operational’ 
(pre-age 6-7 years) children’s reception of ethnic information largely goes through perceptual 
and affective processes, focusing on observable racial cues, and negative attitudes (prejudice) 
towards out-groups are high due to the fear of the unfamiliar, preferring the familiar in-group 
features or members. Children become aware of further differences between groups with age, 
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but as long as these are restricted to the ‘superficial’ external kind, in-group favouritism and 
out-group denigration should increase—they are preoccupied with the perceptual differences 
between groups. Ethnic identification and attitudinal differentiation should first ‘peak’ at the 
point when the concrete operational stage (around 6-7 years), by Piaget’s theory, is reached, 
before prejudice starts gradually decreasing as in-group/out-group biases become moderated. 
Children in this stage (characterised by cognitive processes), being more aware of the internal 
psychological traits of group members, acquire ethnic constancy as a deeper understanding of 
ethnicity, and are more able to simultaneously attend to multiple dimensions (recognising the 
similarities between ethnic groups and differences between members within a group as well 
as differences between groups and similarities between group members). 

Empirically, CDT would appear to fit in with research findings reviewed earlier, if it is 
limited to white-majority children. On noticing morphological differences like skin colour, 
which most white children identify correctly, they readily show a white preference and some 
rejection of, or negativity towards, non-white stimuli by 4-5 years. In terms of evidence for 
the role of cognitive development in ethnic cognition, research until the mid-1990s revealed 
good associations between indicators of operational thinking and moderated ethnic attitudes. 
Measures such as conservation ability (understanding that the essentialist property of objects 
does not change with external changes, a form of ‘physical’ constancy), understanding of the 
origins of race (Clark et al., 1980), categorisation (Katz, 1976) and perspective-taking (e.g., 
Doyle & Aboud, 1995) skills were related to improved performance on ethnic identification 
or constancy, or a decline in out-group negativity, particularly across the age-6-7 ‘threshold’. 
Worthy of note is the diminishing salience of ethnicity for describing or categorising persons 
in later childhood (10-12 years), giving way to psychological characteristics (e.g., ‘expressed’ 
affect and inferred intellect; Bennett, Dewberry, & Yeeles, 1991; Verkuyten et al., 1995). 

From the later 1990s, some studies failed to reproduce the above pattern. For instance, 
white Australian children’s attitudes, in Black-Gutman and Hickson (1996), gave only partial 
support to CDT; 7-9-year-olds (in the operational stage) showed less out-group prejudice than 
the youngest, 5-6-year-olds, but the oldest 10-12-year-olds (who should be least prejudiced) 
did not differ from the youngest. This study, like others (e.g., Corenblum, Annis, & Tanaka, 
1997) at the time, found that cognitive skills such as perception of between-race similarity or 
perspective-taking were only moderately correlated with greater out-group tolerance. In fact, 
a close examination of Aboud’s work (Doyle & Aboud, 1995) shows that half of the children 
accomplished in conservation showed high levels of prejudice. Recent studies have found no 
relationships between categorisation ability and racial cognition in a multiracial context (Lam 
et al., 2011), if it predicts racial preference in a non-diverse context (Guerrero et al., 2011). 

That cognitive development falls short of explaining recent non-uniform age changes in 
ethnic identity and attitudes leaves CDT wanting, of other, possibly non-cognitive, factors for 
a more complete account. Indeed, Aboud herself discussed the relevance of ‘social forces’, in 
particular family and peers (see later for a review), in her book. This is even more pertinent 
for ethnic minority children, as the lack of explanations for their identity pattern is one of the 
key weaknesses of CDT. As reviewed earlier, many of these children in white-dominant and 
post-colonial countries have shown misidentification and a pro-white bias. While the issue of 
ethnic status differences has been raised, and will be evaluated, some attention is first drawn 
to the ways in which ethnic identity has been studied in this positivist developmental model, 
as these might have in part influenced the findings in the course of research. 
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‘Conventional’ Tests of Ethnic Identity and Attitudes 
 
Since Clark and Clark’s work, the dolls and similar tests (most notably, the Preschool 

Racial Attitude Measure, PRAM, Williams, Best, & Boswell, 1975, involving drawings as 
stimulus set and a broader range of questions) became a popular method of assessing ethnic 
cognition in children. This is largely due to the easily replicable procedure and simple 
questioning that should be understood by preschoolers (e.g., “give me the doll that…/which 
child looks like…you/a white/Negro/coloured child” or “…is a nice doll/the naughty one/you 
want to play with”). Yet what do children really understand within this format? Much of the 
criticism concerns the issue of interpretation. On the dolls test, some (Aboud, 1988; Katz et 
al., 1975) argue that, by asking what the dolls ‘look’ like, when they are identical in other 
aspects except skin and hair colour, the items refer exclusively to physical features rather than 
the dolls as representatives of the racial or ethnic groups. It then follows that the value-laden 
items are about which doll, as a physical object, children find more appealing, but not their 
evaluation of group members. While this format may solve the issue of limited vocabulary in 
preschoolers, it creates others for older children whose ethnic cognition is based on attributes 
beyond visual racial cues. 

It should aslso be noted that black dolls were not widely available, nor deemed desirable, 
in the era when they were used in research. Even later in ethnic diverse areas where they were 
more available, most children still did not own one at home (Gopaul-McNicol, 1992). Putting 
aside possible societal stereotyping of the black doll (or its lack), a choice of white doll might 
simply be a reflection of greater familiarity as dolls had traditionally carried ‘white’ features. 

Besides dolls’ (or drawings) representations, the technique is a two-alternative forced-
choice test, in that once a child picks the other-race object as the one that is ‘like’ her, or ‘the 
nice one’, her response is classified as other-group identification or preference, or own-group 
rejection. This format does not dispense the possibility that the child might like both, or only 
slightly prefer one without rejecting the other. Recent studies revising the test by giving more 
stimuli (choice of groups) and/or response sets (the option of picking more than one target), 
and treating positive and negative attitudes separately, has shown that white-majority children 
evaluate out-groups positively, if in-group somewhat more so, and minority children have no 
in-group or out-group bias (e.g., Lam et al., 2011; Stokes-Guinan, 2011). 

Despite the revisions, the forced-choice format itself is restricting in that the response set 
is limited to the choice of items (dolls, drawings or photos) or labels (attributes of items), 
rather than the ‘degree’ to which children feel that the attributes apply to the items. The latter 
requires the use of rating scales, less amenable for use with younger children due to cognitive 
limitations (Chambers & Johnston, 2000), but has found much less extreme results from older 
children compared with force-choice studies (from around 6 years; Aboud & Mitchell, 1977; 
Katz et al., 1975). Later studies have demarcated in-group and out-group attitudes further and 
revealed the two to be unrelated to each other (Aboud, 2003; Kowalski, 2003). This suggests 
that different kinds of processes (such as categorisation ability as a cognitive contributor and 
status difference as a social-psychological contributor) are involved in the development of 
children’s attitudes towards their in-group versus out-groups to differing degrees. The latter 
type, social-psychological processes, is examined in the next parts of this section. 
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Social-Psychological Processes and Ethnic Identity 
 
For young children, the premise ‘what is similar (from a perceptual viewpoint) to myself 

is liked/preferred/good, and what is different is disliked/rejected/bad’ (out of fear of the 
unfamiliar, in Aboud’s original formulation) is actually reminiscent of one established theory 
with a social-motivational focus. Henry Tajfel (1919-1982), the highly regarded British social 
psychologist, devised the Social identity theory (SIT; Tajfel, 1981; Tajfel & Turner, 1979), a 
theory seen as his greatest gift to the discipline and academia. SIT proposes that social groups 
(in particular salient ones, such as ethnicity) are an important source of pride and self-esteem 
so that people engage in attitudes and behaviour that enhance the status of the group to which 
they belong (and their self-image is increased in the process). In this vein, the division of the 
social world into ‘them’ and ‘us’, a process of categorisation and identification, is a ‘normal’ 
cognitive tendency and a precursor of in-group favouritism and out-group denigration. 

As elevation of the in-group entails favourable comparisons with out-groups, in-group 
bias may be moderated by the relative status of comparison groups as reported in experiments 
with children (e.g., Bigler, Brown, & Markell, 2001; Brown & Abrams, 1984). If it is ‘easier’ 
for an ethnic group (i.e., the dominant one) to make positive intergroup comparisons, then in-
group positivity and out-group negativity ensue with a strong in-group identity. Lower-status 
(e.g., minority) group members, in the absence of positive intergroup comparisons, may try to 
identify with the majority to elevate its status or esteem (Bruce, Curtis, & Johnson, 1998; Van 
Knippernberg, 1984). As reported in the last section, even black preschoolers in post-colonial 
contexts can be aware of and sensitive to status differentials tied to race. It is possible that the 
‘misidentification’ pattern in early works was a reflection of minority children’s disaffection 
with the in-group status rather than their ‘true’ identity, and the later decrease in this pattern 
reflects the relative ease of positive intergroup comparisons and identification (since the pro-
black and similar movements towards improved representations, thus status, in society). 

Although SDT makes sense for the identity pattern of ethnic minority children and its 
changes with time, the theory itself is ‘adevelopmental’; derived to examine intergroup 
attitudes as a social phenomenon in adults, it does not make age-related predictions. A fairly 
recent adaptation, by Australian psychologist Drew Nesdale (1999, 2004, 2008), as Social 
identity development theory (SIDT), does offer a systematic model of age-based changes in 
children’s ethnic awareness, identification and attitudes. It argues that children, in multiethnic 
societies, pass four phases in ethnic cognition: 1) undifferentiated, where ethnic cues are 
unimportant to the young child (2-3 years); 2) ethnic awareness, where the child becomes 
able to distinguish him/herself and others by ethnic cues (3-4 years); 3) ethnic preference, 
where most 4-5-year-olds can not only identify him/herself by ethnic group membership, but 
are also aware of which group(s) has a higher status than others and prefer to be a member of 
that group; and 4) ethnic prejudice, where the child may hold prejudice against out-group 
members (after 7 years). 

What set SIDT apart from its predecessors oriented in social (SIT) or cognitive (CDT) 
factors is the idea that prejudice is not framed as an inherent or inevitable facet of society and 
development, but a possible outcome conditional on a range of factors, including the strength 
of identification with the in-group, prevalence of prejudice as part of the in-group norms, and  
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perceived threat on in-group status by out-groups, among others under on-going investigation. 
An important implication is that although most majority children like or prefer their in-group, 
they do not hold prejudice against out-groups if their set of social-motivational circumstances 
does not foster it, and if it does, it happens beyond 7 years of age (contrary to the predictions 
of a decline in prejudice by CDT) when children are more susceptible to those conditions. 

Since its inception, many studies by Nesdale’s team have provided support for SIDT. As 
the samples were primarily white-majority children, the team has used the minimal group 
paradigm (Tajfel, Flament, Billig, & Bundy, 1971), which randomly assigned a child to one 
of two arbitrary groups (e.g., drawing teams) that vary in the dimensions of threat (presence 
of competition), relative status (better/worse drawing) and group norms (inclusive/exclusive). 
Then the dimension of in-group (own team)/out-group (other team) ethnicity is manipulated 
(by the use of photos) to test whether those dimensions would facilitate the effects of group 
ethnicity. Prejudice has been greatest in older (age 9 or over; versus 5 or 7 years) children 
when the in-group endorses a norm of exclusion (Nesdale, Maass, Durkin, & Griffiths, 2005), 
and the ethnicity of the out-group has an effect on children’s desire to change teams where in-
group identification was set lower with the presence of out-group threat (Nesdale, 2003).  

While the systematic manipulation of social-motivational conditions which mediate or 
moderate prejudice is a strength of the work that has tested SIDT, testing only white-majority 
children makes for limited validity, similar to CDT. A recent study (Lam & Moodley, 2011) 
has adapted Nesdale’s experiment (Nesdale, Maass, Griffiths, & Durkin, 2003) to test British 
Asian children’s in- and out-group attitudes. When children’s own team is designated to have 
a higher status (superior drawing) than a rival team, the teams’ ethnicity does not affect their 
attitudes to in-group or out-group from age 5 to 10 years (which differs from Nesdale et al. as 
white-majority children prefer same-ethnic over other-ethnic rival team members). However, 
the children saw other-ethnic (white) members as more different from themselves than same-
ethnic members only for the rival team. Worth noting is that the children were drawn from an 
Asian-majority school despite being an ethnic ‘minority’ in society, suggesting contextual or 
social-structural factors at work (see later). Despite the need to raise validity by testing with 
more groups in more contexts, it is timely to point out that, as with an increasing amount of 
studies in the recent period, Nesdale and other researchers have used not only measures that 
ask explicit questions about identification with or attitudes towards groups, but also ‘implicit’ 
measures such as perceived similarity among multiple (not only ethnic) dimensions or desire 
to change teams within a scenario, particularly with older children. The value of this method 
versus the ‘conventional’ type reviewed above is given some evaluation below. 

 
 

Explicit and Implicit Measures of Ethnic Attitudes 
 
The methodological issues of the ‘conventional’ tests of ethnic cognition have been 

reviewed earlier. One further problem that these tests, in particular attitudinal ones, share in 
common is the fact that they involve so-called ‘explicit’ measures, by asking children to 
allocate value-laden attributes to or rate group members with these directly. It is not new 
knowledge that children from the age of 6 years show social desirability concerns (Allaman, 
Joyce, & Crandall, 1972), and if the topic is race or ethnicity, children likely do not wish to  
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appear prejudiced or ‘racist’. Indeed, it has been argued that the decline in prejudice after 6-7 
years in earlier studies using explicit measures was a facet of children’s self-presentation 
strategy. This is likely through evidence that shows that white children express less prejudice 
if tested by a black interviewer (Katz & Zalk, 1978), but will still discriminate against a black 
child in the absence of a white interviewer presenting an anti-racism norm (Monteiro, de 
França, & Rodrigues, 2009). 

Evolved from previous research that used vignettes between white or black characters 
(Lawrence, 1991; Sagar & Schofield, 1980), one brand of ‘implicit’ measures was developed 
that involve children interpreting ambiguous interracial situations (e.g., potential money theft, 
bullying, cheating) where the potential transgressor-and-victim dyad differs by race (Margie, 
Killen, Sinno, & McGlothlin, 2005; McGlothlin, Killen, & Edmond, 2005). Racial biases are 
assessable by whether children infer that the transgression will take place, how they judge the 
transgressor, and whether the dyad can stay friends and so on. Contrary to expectation, white 
children aged 6 to 10 years did not show racial bias in interpreting the intention to transgress, 
if in the potential of friendship (with a black transgressor). Ethnic minority children are more 
likely to read a white child with intention to transgress in the money situation. It may be that 
children tend not to make race-based judgments in ambiguous situations, but as questions are 
still asked about characters that clearly differ in race, it is possible that children are hesitant to 
‘express’ value judgments about such characters even if they hold such judgments. 

At the same time as the above, research emerged that adapted the implicit association test 
(IAT), which had had currency in adult testing since the late 1990s (Greenwald, McGhee, 
Schwartz, & Jordan, 1998). The IAT is a computerised test that measures ‘uncontrolled’ and 
‘automatic’ concept-attribute associations, where concepts can include ethnic or racial objects 
(e.g., ethnic names, labels, photos of persons) and attributes are the objects that carry valence 
(e.g., pleasant/unpleasant words, or smiling/sad faces for children). Participants are presented 
with ethnic stereotype-consistent trials, where ‘correct’ associations (they are given feedback 
after each pairing) involve pairing white ethnic stimuli with positive attributes and black ones 
with negative attributes, and stereotype-inconsistent trials where correct associations involve 
the reverse pairing. Participants are asked to designate the attributes to a stimulus, by pressing 
relevant buttons as fast as possible, with the idea that stereotype-consistent trials should yield 
faster responses than stereotype-inconsistent trials. This is termed ‘implicit’ bias, as although 
participants do not express their opinions about the stimuli, their speed of processing suggests 
bias as white-positive/black-negative associations are judged more ‘easily’. 

IAT research with children has revealed that implicit attitudes are unrelated to explicit 
attitudes, and that while explicit attitudes are moderated after age 6-8 years, implicit attitudes 
are unchanged, by cross-age comparisons (Rutland, Cameron, Milne, & McGeorge, 2005) or 
longitudinally (Coremblum & Armstrong, 2012). The main advantage of this method is that it 
is less likely to evoke self-presentation, but the key issue is what the results mean exactly. 
The fact that one ‘responds faster’ if white (versus black) people and ‘good’ items are 
classified by the same key (Nosek, Banaji, & Greenwald, 2002) might just mean that one is 
more familiar with common societal racial stereotyping, and one might not condone it, even if 
one reproduces it (automatically). Perhaps such ‘bias’ is more about internalised stereotypes 
than prejudiced attitudes, again an issue of interpretation. Still, there has been increasing use 
of implicit measures with explicit ones, with children and adults (including parents) and some 
of such work is reviewed below. 
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Home, School and Beyond 

 
According to Aboud, “If a child of 10 years is surrounded by prejudiced family and 

friends, these social forces may encourage him/her to maintain a strong prejudice, in spite of 
newly developing cognitive capabilities that would allow him/her to hold less prejudiced 
attitudes. …If a child is surrounded by less prejudiced family and friends, the social forces 
would be working in the same direction as cognitive developments to reduce prejudice 
(Aboud, 1988; p. 125). The evaluation of the theories above against empirical research and its 
interpretation suggests that neither cognitive-developmental nor social-psychological 
frameworks focusing on the child alone is able to fully explain the patterns of development 
observed, and the most obvious ‘other’ explanations may come from the home and school, as 
recognised by Aboud. 

As far as the home environment is concerned, any extensive research on how parents may 
foster children’s identification with their ethnicity or race, commonly known as ethnic or 
racial socialisation, did not really build up until the late 1990s (unlike that of the transmission 
of ethnic attitudes from parents; see later). This work tends to focus on minority parents, and 
initially without involving the children (e.g., Thomas & Speight, 1999; Thornton, 1997). The 
general finding has been that parents do view ethnic socialisation as important, particularly if 
they themselves have a strong internalised identity, and that the messages they socialise their 
children vary by their own experiences with their ethnicity and the mainstream. This is in line 
with recent studies (e.g., Lalonde, Jones, & Stroink, 2008; Thomas, Speight, & Witherspoon, 
2010), which show that parents are more likely to socialise their children when they endorse 
high levels of racial or ethnic pride and when they themselves have experienced race-related 
stress or perceive their children as being likely targets of stereotyping and discrimination. It is 
indicative of parents’ recognition of the importance of buffering children from racism, and in 
view of the literature concerning ethnic minority children’s increasing in-group identification 
and positivity post-1980s, such proactive family socialisation might be another contributor. 

However, does parental socialisation promote ethnic identification for their children? 
This picture is somewhat mixed. Studies involving both parents and children tend to include 
older children (as they involve more detailed responses), and some have found that the level 
of parents’ socialisation predicts children’s later racial ideologies (e.g., centrality of race and 
assimilation; Neblett, Smalls, Ford, Nguyên, & Sellers, 2009). Others cannot claim causality 
from socialisation when children’s ethnic identity or reporting of unfair race-based treatment 
is not related to parents’ emphasis on ethnic pride, but children’s ethnic identity, and theirs or 
parents’ perceptions of unfair treatment, are related to socialisation in the form of preparation 
for bias and promotion of mistrust (Hughes & Johnson, 2001). As a recent research theme, it 
is argued (Hughes, Rodriguez, Smith, Johnson, Stevenson, & Spicer, 2006) that socialisation 
leads to benefits, but exactly in which aspects or how it is enacted, the small empirical base is 
unable to explain. Further studies examining parental and other (e.g., peer; Phinney, Romero, 
Nava, & Huang, 2001) socialisation with individual-contextual factors (cultural participation, 
language proficiency, school diversity; Brown, Tanner-Smith, Lesane-Brown, & Ezell, 2007) 
show that they all act to influence family discussion of heritage and children’s ethnic identity. 

In contrast to the socialisation of identity, studying how parents are a source of ethnic or 
racial attitudes has had a much longer history. The highly influential figure on personality, 
Gordon W. Allport (1897-1967), extended his work to examine prejudices in young adults by 
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tracing their early experiences (Allport & Kramer, 1946; Allport, 1954). One of the assertions 
from his multiple-causation approach is that prejudice tends to develop most frequently from 
6-16 years, where children’s identification with their parents moderates the intergenerational 
transmission of prejudice. Allport’s writings were timely, as the initial study in socialisation 
of attitudes in this era indicates that few parents realised a responsibility in teaching children 
about cultural differences and values of good human relations, even when their children were 
part of a study in intercultural education (Radke-Yarrow, Trager, & Miller, 1952). 

It was not until the 1980s that saw extensive research, including a study testing white 
children’s (aged 3-7 years) attitudes and interviewing their mothers, in three London districts 
varying in racial diversity and harmony in the 1970s, before an 8-year follow-up (Pushkin & 
Norburn, 1983). Children’s attitudes towards blacks were related to mothers’ ethnic hostility, 
but district variations were found to reflect the quality of contact. In the follow-up, those in a 
harmonious district showed an increase in own-race positivity likely due to attitude hardening 
amid social changes at the time, but mothers’ attitudes were moderated by growing autonomy 
in their children. Later, a study of black preschoolers’ racial attitudes as a function of parental 
attitudes over time, by conventional tests and interviews (Branch & Newcombe, 1986), found 
that parents’ and children’s interview attitude changes were related, but parents’ attitudes and 
attitudes towards teaching about race varied by children’s age, gender and family type (older 
children’s parents more pro-black and girls’ single-mothers less so). These early studies show 
that parents’ racial attitudes influence children’s, but other social forces also play a part, and 
increasingly so as children get older when their attitudes may in turn influence their parents. 

After a quieter period from the 1990s to early 2000s with studies finding moderate (in 
Mexican-Americans, Knight, Bernal, Garza, Cota, & Ocampo, 1993) or no (whites, Aboud & 
Doyle, 1996; African-Americans, Brinson, 2001) children-parent attitude associations, recent 
studies have taken different approaches by measuring perceived parental attitudes or parents’ 
implicit attitudes. An obvious reason is that, if children have social desirability concerns, it is 
even more likely in adults. Perceived parental attitudes have been found to be related to out-
group evaluation in older children (10-12 years; Verkuyten, 2002) and to racial preference in 
preschoolers (Castelli et al., 2007; Lam et al., 2011). Also, parents’ implicit, but not explicit, 
attitudes predict preschoolers’ racial attitudes (Castelli et al., 2009), and it has been shown 
that adults’ negative nonverbal behaviours towards a racial out-group person affect children’s 
later evaluation of, and behaviours towards, members of that out-group (Castelli et al., 2008). 

Research in parental socialisation of ethnic identity and attitudes has come a long way in 
the past few decades in both conceptualisation and methodology, but it still leaves gaps for 
further work examining this factor as well as others, where the role of parents falls short in 
explaining satisfactorily their children’s identity and attitudes. The coverage above has looked 
at studies that include other factors, and an obvious one is the peer group, but beyond that the 
institutions that contain it (i.e., classroom, school or neighbourhood) are also relevant as they 
can facilitate or hinder peer socialisation. 

Although there is abundant literature on the influence of ethnicity or ethnic identity on 
children’s peer preference, relations and friendship, that of the reverse of how peers may play 
a role in children’s ethnic identity and attitudes is scarce. As with studying the role of parents, 
it is difficult to infer causation, even though one can take measures from a child’s friends and 
classmates, and even more so to tease apart which aspects of, and how, the peer group affects 
ethnic cognition. Yet a small batch of work has studied the link between peers/friends/contact 
(some with concomitant in-group/class/school setting) and children’s ethnic attitudes. 
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Aboud and Doyle (1996) took children’s friends and non-friends’ (apart from parents) 
racial attitudes, but they found no child-friend associations, but child-non-friend associations 
(if moderate) instead, thus not upholding the role of friends in influencing ethnic attitudes. 
More recently, Aboud’s team has found that, while children’s prejudice is strongly related to 
the number of peers they exclude, those with less bias have more cross-ethnic companions 
and positive perceptions of their friends (Aboud, Mendelson, & Purdy, 2003). Such attitudes 
and relations here are likely to be reciprocal; if a child is unbiased, she is more likely to make 
more cross-ethnic friends, but if a child has many friends that represent various ethnic groups, 
she is more likely to be or become unbiased against those groups. On the downside, however, 
if a child has bad experiences with other-ethnic peers she may be more likely to be negative 
towards out-groups, and research has found that to be true; higher degree of victimisation by 
peers relates to more negative ethnic out-group evaluation (Verkuyten, 2002). 

Later research has focused on the influence of peers’ attitudes towards, or friendships 
with in-group/out-group members, on children’s attitudes to test the so-called extended 
contact hypothesis (Pettigrew, 1998). The theory posits that just the ‘knowledge’ that an in-
group member has a close relationship with an out-group member may lead to more positive 
intergroup attitudes. It has been assessed on English children’s explicit attitudes (Cameron et 
al., 2011), and English and (Turner, Hewstone, & Voci, 2008) and Italian (Vezzali, 
Giovannini, & Capozza, 2012) young children’s implicit attitudes, towards out-groups. It has 
been found that extended contact moderates prejudice particularly for those with little or 
poorer-quality direct contact with out-groups, by reducing intergroup anxiety and facilitating 
self-disclosure, empathy, intergroup trust, and norms of cross-group friendships. 

Recent research has continued with the theme of cross-ethnic peers using designs that 
involve contextual factors. A longitudinal study (Kawabata, 2011) has found that cross-ethnic 
friendships uniquely predict decreases in victimisation, and this effect is stronger in a diverse 
classroom, or where the friendships involve popular classmates. However, another study, with 
Dutch and Turkish-Dutch children (Thijs & Verkuyten, 2011), has found that children’s 
same-ethnic peers’ evaluation of out-groups has a negative effect on children’s evaluation if 
they are already biased, and a diverse classroom has a negative effect on Dutch (but not 
Turkish-Dutch) children’s in-group bias; they are more biased in this context. Furthermore, 
school norms (promotion of inclusion) can moderate attitudes against a peer norm of out-
group exclusion, even if they cannot change the peer norm itself (Nesdale & Lawson, 2011). 

From the above, it seems that, like adults acting as ‘models’ of norms or behaviours with 
out-groups rather than as direct socialising agents, children’s peers (in particular same-ethnic 
friends) transmit their attitudes through their friendship choice; i.e., with whom they befriend 
(or not) from other groups. Further, the class or school context may also facilitate or buffer 
such effects. The exact means through which such peer influence may be enacted in ‘real life’ 
are likely to be complex and subtle. Some of such interactions are examined in the following. 

 
 

‘Naturalistic’ and ‘Unstructured’ Research 
 
This section has so far reviewed how children develop senses of ethnic identity and 

attitudes, along their age-related mental development and among myriad layers of social-
psychological and contextual factors such as ethnic groups’ relative statuses, threats and 
norms, parental and peer socialisation. It is clear that all these factors play a part, but still less 
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clear is ‘how’ they do so in children’s daily lives. As a matter of epistemology, it concerns 
not only the fact that most works above involve ‘extracting’ data from children or significant 
others by tests or surveys, and by manipulating or monitoring their context systematically, but 
in so doing this positivist framework also frames identity or attitudes as a given (Billig, 1985) 
that is ‘measurable’ and children as ‘objects’ holding these concepts (Connolly, 1996). Some 
scholars have sought to place more emphasis on the role of children (and parents and friends) 
as ‘active’ participants who go about their lives, and the significance of ethnicity varies from 
one context to the next and in what forms they take (Morrow & Connolly, 2006). The studies 
from this school of thoughts regard children as ‘constructing’ their identities on their own 
terms (thus ‘constructionist’), and tend to observe their behaviour or conversations in their 
normal (‘naturalistic’) contexts. Even if the researcher directs interactions (as in the interview 
studies of mixed race children mentioned earlier), it is ‘unstructured’ (no response set) so that 
participants can expand or justify their ideas. 

As the constructionist model does not ‘measure’ (quantitatively) identity or attitudes, the 
writings often document the scrutinised nuances of children’s interactions over time, or in-
depth interpretations of texts derived from their dialogues, whether directed, undirected or 
both (known as ethnography; Geertz, 1974). Despite the unstructured nature, there is often a 
good amount of details in, and continuity between, actions or dialogues, and more time spent 
with participants gaining their familiarity with, if not trust in, the researcher. This means that 
some otherwise complicated or controversial phenomena (like ethnicity) can be understood 
through the eyes of the participants with their intentions (or lack of) examined in context. 

One example of the in-depth work on children’s ethnic identity and attitudes is American 
sociologists Van Ausdale and Feagin’s intensive ethnography in various preschool settings. 
They provide detailed interactions illustrating how even 3-4-year-olds are able to make use of 
ethnic and racial terms and their meanings, skilfully, to define and include/exclude each other 
(Van Ausdale & Feagin, 1996). Importantly, adults misperceive such language and activity as 
simple immaturity or misunderstandings, when children’s ethnic and racial understanding can 
be as ‘intricate’ or ‘convoluted’ as that of adults. Their 2001 book further shows how children 
can learn to use racial or ethnic markers to gain social control even in a multiethnic preschool 
with an anti-bias, pro-tolerance curriculum administered by a vastly white-majority staff. 

While Van Ausdale and Feagin tried to be as invisible as possible during fieldwork so 
that children’s behaviour could be more ‘natural’, similar studies from the UK at that time by 
Paul Connolly, an educationist in Northern Ireland, involved himself as part of the context so 
that alongside observations, children might clarify or justify their views in unstructured focus 
groups (e.g., Connolly, 1995, 1996, 2001). With the children slightly older (from 5-6 years), 
thus more articulate, his extracts show that while they are apt at invoking ethnic stereotypes 
for out-group exclusion and adding observed peer traits to stereotypes, they make exception 
for out-group friends based on individual traits (e.g., friends are not “proper” members of the 
group) when called to account. It is argued that apart from missing such scope of children in 
conducting cross-ethnic friendships while remaining highly prejudiced, quantitative methods 
also forego the situations under which children’s attitudes turn into behaviour (or not). 

Making greater use of case-study approaches with in-depth interviews or open-ended 
surveys, Connolly’s (Connolly & Keenan, 2002; Connolly, Kelly, & Smith, 2009) and others’ 
(e.g., Feng, 2011; Louie, 2006; Rogers, Zosuls, Halim, Ruble, Hughes, & Fuligni, 2012) later 
works have continued to document ‘meaning making’ by children, plus their parents in some 
cases, towards their ethnic identity or attitudes from various ethnic groups in the UK and US. 
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The writings demonstrate that ethnic identity and attitudes, as children’s discourses and lived 
experiences (including racist harassment), take varied forms and are linked to specific social 
conditions characterised by those around them (parents, same-ethnic and cross-ethnic peers). 
Thus such discourses and experiences also vary considerably across ethnic groups (Rogers et 
al., 2012), and even across sub-groups (Feng, 2011), depending on those conditions. 

Additionally, as covered in the last section, research on mixed race/interethnic children 
has benefitted particularly from this epistemology. Instead of taking on the adult-imposed and 
societal ways of thinking about themselves as (mixed) ethnic objects, it is shown that they are 
just as apt, if not more so, in fluidly transforming their identity from moment to moment, and 
from people to people (Choudhry, 2010). Studies involving parents (e.g., Edwards, Caballero, 
& Puthussery, 2010; Kukutai, 2007; Morrison, 1995) further report their readiness (including 
majority-group parents) to transmit the minority ethnicity, how interethnic couples negotiate 
their understandings with each other, and child-rearing practices that promote dual-heritages. 

The constructionist approach and associated methodology may preclude the ability to 
generalise from research results in terms of frequency or age trends, but this is not the object 
of the approach. It is to give ‘substance’ to children’s ethnic identity or attitudes by issuing a 
(usually familiar) context in which they may voice (or not) their thoughts and feelings, and/or 
behave (or not) accordingly, in the ways they see fit, as long as the researcher is careful not to 
‘create’ the context. It also gives an insight into children as active agents that shape their own 
identity, although the degree of agency children (or people generally) can really exercise over 
their lives is debatable, given the constraints and boundaries that some may face (for instance, 
mixed race children are more likely than other groups to enter the care system due to abuse or 
neglect, family breakdown and maternal mental health, among other reasons; Barn, 1999). On 
balance, as Connolly (2001, 2011) argues, the future of research in this area is best addressed 
by in-depth qualitative in conjunction with larger-scale quantitative methods. 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
This chapter has reached the point where some conclusions are expected. However, due 

to the fact that the literature has stemmed from eight decades of research, on populations far 
and wide, not to mention the multidimensional complexity of the subject itself and the ‘gaps’ 
still apparent in the literature, a transient and banal list of concluding remarks simply would 
not do the subject justice. This short section will not engage in any regurgitation of literature. 
Nevertheless, the most significant findings will be amalgamated into a coherent whole, while 
highlighting those gaps and implications following from the above and intervention literature. 

Simply put, children from a very young age notice differences between ethnic groups 
then acquire and include increasingly abstract features about the groups into their knowledge. 
They also learn what society sees as their own and other groups and develop sentiments about 
these groups. What is still unclear is the order of these developments, and exactly what makes 
some children endorse some concepts sooner, or more strongly, than others. Further research 
monitoring, as many as possible, from all of cognitive/child-individual (age, development), 
social-psychological (salience, status-based motivation, group norms and threats), and social-
structural/contextual (family and school socialisation, opportunity for contact, diversity in the 
local and societal contexts) factors—with an understanding of historical factors (colonisation, 
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immigration or stratification, from which other factors at work may have originated)—would 
be the best way to offer the fullest possible explanation for the patterns we have read thus far. 
Such work should also take a multi-methodological approach, framing the child at the centre 
of influence from those factors, but also as an active participant that exercises (or at least tries 
to) agency and makes choices, in terms of the identities s/he takes across situations with the 
resources s/he is afforded. Children and their significant others should be encouraged to voice 
their viewpoints in such situations rather than just ‘get tested’ or surveyed. 

Although children should be encouraged to voice their views, some views as products of 
less adaptable ethnic identity (such as actual rejection of own ethnicity), or less savoury 
attitudes (prejudice against other groups) must be heeded as, if unchecked and unsolved, they 
can lead to mental health issues, poor peer relations, actual discrimination, or aggressive 
behaviour (Nesdale & Lawson, 2011). 

Individuals cannot change society overnight, if at all; status differences between ethnic 
groups in society cannot be tackled by practitioners for those with weak ethnic identification. 
However, as this results from poor in-group evaluation amid intergroup comparison, one may 
endeavour to modify the unfavourable comparison process to elevate in-group pride. This has 
been done before (McAdoo, 1985) through learning procedures (by learning more positive in-
group traits or ‘unlearning’ some negative ones); both have worked, if negative reinforcement 
appears to be more effective in modifying black preschoolers’ own-race evaluation. 

We have read that school inclusion norms can instigate positive attitudes towards out-
group members, but without moderating or extinguishing peer norms of exclusion and 
relational aggression (Nesdale & Lawson, 2011). Meanwhile, certain evidence supports the 
impact of educational television and parent-child discussions on racial attitudes (Vittrup & 
Holden, 2011). White children’s (age 5-7 years) attitudes towards black people have been 
shown to improve after watching such educational videos, after discussions with their parents, 
or after both (when in-group attitudes are also moderated). However, the research has also 
found poor parental compliance (even when instructed to do so, only 10 per cent of the 
parents reported having in-depth race-related discussions with children). In view of the earlier 
finding that the children’s racial attitudes were not related to their parents’ reported attitudes, 
but to children’s perceptions of such attitudes, efforts should be made to overcome parents’ 
reticence about race discussions, perhaps with school support, to make attitudinal intervention 
more effective. 

In a recent commentary, the renowned Dutch psychologist of intergroup attitudes and 
relations, Maykel Verkuyten, cites the clear positive effects of intergroup contact on reducing 
children’s prejudice (Verkuyten, 2011). In particular, he refers to cross-group friendships for 
majority children in schools as a powerful way to reduce ethnic prejudice. He also advocates, 
going by the literature on extended contact, for more research on the parents’ social network 
and its influence on children’s ethnic attitudes, as the diversity (or lack) of this network may 
provide norms by which children’s images of ethnic out-groups can be altered. 

Both school and parents are influential authorities in children’s lives and providers of 
opportunities beyond academic education and nurturing needs. Parents may try to influence 
the friendship selection of their children directly or indirectly (through the choice of school, 
neighbourhood or extra-curricular activities, which afford them opportunities for intergroup 
contact). This affects younger children more as they are likely to have lower agency on such 
matters and more stereotyped ideas about out-groups, as the research reviewed has shown. 
Verkuyten further explains that for schools to succeed in promoting cross-ethnic friendships, 
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parents also must support ethnic integration (children with parents that resist integration may 
feel threat and anxiety during cross-ethnic contact and end up rejecting out-group peers). 

In conclusion, the key practical implications from the large and growing body of 
literature on ethnic identity and attitude development in children concern: the facilitation of 
functional ethnic self-identification with the in-group particularly for ethnic minority children 
that have low ethnic pride; and the promotion of fair intergroup attitudes and cross-ethnic 
friendships particularly for ethnic majority children that have little contact with out-groups. 
These processes require the involvement of multiple agents—children’s parents and peers, 
their school and wider social networks—working together to produce the optimal outcomes 
from collaborative intervention. 
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